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PHOTOBOOTHS MADE-TO-MEASURE 
Make the Best Day Ever, Even Better 

 

 
 
LOOKING TO ADD SOME PHOTOBOOTH MAGIC TO YOUR WEDDING? SNAPBASH to the rescue. 
We’re a made-to-measure photobooth company based in dc and always travel-ready. 
 
AS UNIQUE AS YOU ARE 
 

No two love stories are quite the same, and no two photobooths should be either. At SNAPBASH, we believe in 
celebrating what makes you and your story so very special. How? You-centered props, custom designed photo 
templates, dreamy backdrops, snazzy takeaways, instant sharing, and the prettiest open-air booths around. We’re here 
to help you celebrate like only you can.  
 

WEDDING FAVORS THEY’LL LOVE 
 

A must-do highlight during your reception, the SNAPBASH experience continues to delight long after the music has 
ended. From camera to lighting to printer, we use the best professional equipment there is to ensure your moments are 
captured in frame-worthy quality. Onsite printing and sharing capabilities mean that your guests leave with photos 
they’ll treasure, and our online gallery delivers free downloads from wherever they go next.  
 

ONE OF A KIND  
 

Looking for a 100% bespoke experience? Fantastic. We love creating custom backdrops and props. Tell us what you have 
in mind and together we’ll explore the possibilities, from dramatic balloon and flower walls to whimsical modern 
installations. If you can dream it, we can make it.  
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PACKAGE BUILDER 
 

Our packages are designed to give you and your guests a party to remember. Like what you see just as you see it? 
Fantastic! Like what you see but… No problem. Services can be added à la carte to any of our base packages. Made-to-
measure is what we do after all. Tell us what you have in mind and we’ll create a custom package just for you.  
 
 
 

 
 

 
Additional Hours | Photo Guestbook | GIFS | Custom Backdrops 

Custom Props | Custom Watermark | Custom Emails + Texts | Custom Screens 
 

 
Ready to book? Questions? Call us today! 

 

* Where reception allows  ** Unlimited prints grant a print for each person in a photo 
 

 BASIC                      ESSENTIAL ULTIMATE 

 DELIVERY + SET UP DELIVERY + SET UP DELIVERY + SET UP 

 BOOTH BUTLER BOOTH BUTLER BOOTH BUTLER 

 CURATED PROPS CURATED PROPS CURATED PROPS 

 CUSTOM PHOTO TEMPLATE CUSTOM PHOTO TEMPLATE CUSTOM PHOTO TEMPLATE 

 INSTANT EMAIL* INSTANT EMAIL* INSTANT EMAIL* 

 WATERMARK-FREE ONLINE GALLERY 
+ FREE DOWNLOADS 

WATERMARK-FREE ONLINE GALLERY + 
FREE DOWNLOADS 

WATERMARK-FREE ONLINE GALLERY 
+ FREE DOWNLOADS 

 FREE LUXE BACKDROP UPGRADE FREE LUXE BACKDROP UPGRADE FREE LUXE BACKDROP UPGRADE 

 SINGLE PRINTS  UNLIMITED PRINTS**  UNLIMITED PRINTS** 

   GIFS   

 
   SHARING STATION   

2 
HOURS STARTING AT $750 STARTING AT $900 STARTING AT $1100 

3 
HOURS STARTING AT $900 STARTING AT $1050 STARTING AT $1250 

4 
HOURS STARTING AT $1050 STARTING AT $1200 STARTING AT $1400 

most 

popular 

popular 

upgrades 


